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ABSTRACT 
Fishery is a unit determined by an authority or other entity that is engaged in 
raising and/or harvesting fish. Cilacap district has a great sea fishery potential but 
the fishery potential in sea territorial of Cilacap has not to be maximized yet. 
Fiberglass Reinforcement Plastic (FRP) on lately received attention among 
shipbuilding experts as material to build a ship, indicating that the vessel which 
made of fiberglass materials increased in the making. The use of fiberglass raw 
material widely used in shipbuilding such as speed boats, patrol boats, fishing 
boats, and cruises. Long liner method is a passive fishing method which uses the 
floated main line. This thesis purposes is to analyze the investment feasibility for 
long liner fishing vessel with FRP construction in Cilacap District viewed from the 
size of vessel and profit which can be obtained, so that could giving the figure of 
economic value started from ship building cost, ship operational cost, ship profit 
average per year, and financial factor of investment. From the data which has 
been collected and processed from 2010 – 2014 of long liner fishing vessel 
productivity, during five years the average of tuna productivity in fishing port PPS 
Cilacap shown that Big Eye Tuna had the highest average of productivity amount 
with catch effort 156,26 trips and the productivity level was 14787,8 ton and the 
lowest average of productivity was Southern Bluefin Tuna with catch effort 1,738 
trips and the productivity level was solely 47,59 ton. Total project cost needed for 
ship building of MV. Inka Mina 438 is Rp 1,514,915,050. Approximately projected 
70% will be loaned by financial company such as bank and 30% will be self-
funded. Fishing activities using long liner fishing gear during 5 years period are 
generating average profit Rp 440,063,138 and the average profit margin is 
17.64%. By comparing the expenditure for fixed cost with variable cost and total 
revenue, then Break Even Point for this investment occur when the average sales 
is Rp 944,622,704 or 23,565 kg. The Investment of long liner fishing vessel 
assessed by using any assumptions and parameters will resulting of NPV Rp 
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568,394,954 when the interest rate is 12%. The value of IRR is 23%, Net B/C Ratio 
is 1.07 and the Payback Period reached in 4.4 years. There are 3 scenarios for 
sensitivity analysis of investment which considering the variable cost rises, income 
down, and combination of them. 
 
Keyword : Feasibility study, long liner fishing vessel, investment, financial 
analysis 
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ABSTRAK 
Perikanan adalah unit yang ditentukan oleh pihak berwenang yang bergerak 
dalam pengembangan ikan. Kabupaten Cilacap memiliki potensi perikanan laut 
yang besar namun potensi perikanan di wilayah laut Cilacap belum maksimal. 
Fiberglass Reinforcement Plastic (FRP) akhir-akhir ini mendapat perhatian di 
kalangan ahli pembuatan kapal sebagai bahan untuk membangun sebuah kapal, 
ditunjukkan dengan kapal yang terbuat dari bahan fiberglass meningkat dalam 
pembuatannya. Penggunaan bahan baku fiberglass banyak digunakan di 
galangan kapal seperti speed boat, kapal patroli, kapal nelayan, dan kapal pesiar. 
Metode long liner adalah metode pasif memancing yang menggunakan jalur 
utama yang mengambang. Tujuan penulisan ini adalah untuk menganalisis 
kelayakan investasi kapal penangkap ikan long liner dengan konstruksi FRP di 
Kabupaten Cilacap dilihat dari ukuran kapal dan keuntungan yang dapat 
diperoleh, sehingga dapat memberikan gambaran nilai ekonomis mulai dari biaya 
pembangunan kapal, biaya operasional kapal, rata-rata keuntungan kapal per 
tahun, dan faktor keuangan investasi. Dari data yang telah dikumpulkan dan 
diolah dari tahun 2010 sampai 2014 produktivitas kapal penangkap ikan panjang, 
selama lima tahun rata-rata produktivitas tuna di pelabuhan perikanan PPS 
Cilacap menunjukkan bahwa Big Eye Tuna memiliki jumlah produktivitas rata-rata 
tertinggi dengan usaha tangkapan 156, 26 trips dan tingkat produktivitas 14787,8 
ton dan Rata-rata produktivitas terendah adalah tuna sirip biru selatan dengan 
usaha tangkapan 1.738 trips dan tingkat produktivitas hanya 47.59 ton. Total 
biaya proyek yang dibutuhkan untuk pengembangan kapal MV. Inka Mina 438 
adalah Rp 1.514.915.050. Kira-kira diproyeksikan 70% akan dipinjamkan oleh 
perusahaan keuangan seperti bank dan 30% akan didanai sendiri. Kegiatan 
penangkapan ikan dengan menggunakan alat tangkap long line selama 5 tahun 
menghasilkan keuntungan rata-rata Rp 440.063.138 dan margin keuntungan rata-
rata adalah 17,64%. Dengan membandingkan pengeluaran untuk biaya tetap 
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dengan biaya variabel dan total pendapatan, maka Break Even Point untuk 
investasi ini terjadi bila rata-rata penjualannya adalah Rp 944.622.704 atau 23.565 
kg. Investasi kapal penangkap ikan long liner yang dinilai dengan menggunakan 
asumsi dan parameter akan menghasilkan NPV Rp 568.394.954 bila tingkat bunga 
12%. Nilai IRR adalah 23%, Net B / C Ratio adalah 1,07 dan Payback Period 
mencapai 4,4 tahun. Terdapat 3 skenario analisis sensitivitas investasi yang 
mempertimbangkan kenaikan biaya variabel, turunnya pendapatan, dan 
kombinasi keduanya. 
 
Kata kunci: Studi kelayakan, kapal penangkap ikan long liner, investasi, 
analisis keuangan 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
 
Fishery is a unit determined by an authority or other entity that is 
engaged in raising and/or harvesting fish. Typically, the unit is defined in 
terms of some or all of the following: people involved, species or type of 
fish, area of water or seabed, method of fishing, class of boats and purpose 
of the activities. (FAO : Fishery Glossary) 
Cilacap district has a great sea fishery potential to be deleveloped. With 
the fishing ground area reaching for about 5200 km2, marine waters in 
Cilacap District has wealth of resources of fish types with fish hauling 
potential reach to 865100 ton, among others are Pelagic Fish, Small Pelagic 
Fish, Demersal Fish, Shrimp, Squid. Based on the data from Department of 
Marine and Fisheries of Cilacap District there are 3936 units of fishing 
vessel fleet in Cilacap District which consists of boat without engine 182 
units, outboard engine 3226 units, motor vessel 528 unit, longline fishing 
vessel 118 units. (Department of Marine and Fisheries of Cilacap District, 
2015).   
Unfortunately, the fishery potential in sea territorial of Cilacap has not to 
be maximized yet. Because, the majority of fishing vessels to be operated 
are below 30 gross tonnage (GT) so that, it can’t reach the exclusive 
economic zone (EEZ). From the quantity of 3936 fishing vessel fleets which 
belongs to fisherman, there are approximate less than 10% of fishing 
vessels with size above 30 GT. Most of them, solely small vessels which 
unable to reach exclusive economic zone (EEZ). The lack of proper fishing 
vessel fleets cause the fish catching not optimal yet. Consider to those 
condition, there are investment opportunities for long line fleet business 
and establishment of ship docking 100 GT. (Cilacap District Government, 
2015) 
The utilization of fiberglass material to building vessels in fishery activity 
was developed since the beginning of 1960s. Producer countries such as 
the USA and Japan were trying to market this type of material to other 
countries, including Indonesia in 1970s as replacement alternative of wood 
and steel (Pasaribu, 1985). Alternative manufacture of fiberglass vessel as 
production and transportation facilities has an important role in fishery, 
because the raw materials are easy to get and the maintenance is quite 
easy. 
2 
 
 
 
Fishing vessel has a huge potential. To increase investment interest in 
the world of local fishing vessels, research must be carried out about the 
investments of fishing vessels especially long line fishing vessel which 
utilize fiberglass to find out the investment feasibility for this type of fishing 
vessel viewed from the size of vessel and profit which can be obtained, so 
that could giving the figure of economic value started from initial 
investment, ship building cost, ship operational cost, ship profit average 
per year, and payback period. Hopefully, could maximize the management 
of sea products in Cilacap District in this particular capture fisheries.   
 
1.2 Statement of Problems 
Based on the background which has explained in previous section, 
followings are the statement of problems : 
 
1. How to determine fisheries productivity of long liner fishing vessel ? 
2. How to determine the ship building cost and ship operational cost for 
long liner fishing vessel with fiberglass construction in Cilacap District ? 
3. How to estimate the revenue which can be obtained after investing ? 
4. How to determine the feasibility of investment outcome for long liner 
fishing vessel with fiberglass construction in Cilacap District ? 
 
1.3 Research Limitations 
The limitations of this thesis are : 
 
1. This thesis is focusing on investment feasibility of long liner fishing 
vessel with fiberglass construction by considering the ship building cost 
and ship operational cost 
2. Design process and technical calculation for long liner fishing vessel with 
fiberglass construction is not included 
3. Observation solely carried out to one type of sample vessel 
4. The data of sea fisheries capture production solely done in marine 
waters surrounding Cilacap which still in exclusive economic zone (EEZ) 
of Indonesia 
 
1.4 Research Objectives 
The objectives of this thesis are : 
 
1. Determine the ship building cost for long liner fishing vessel with FRP 
construction in Cilacap based on sample ship >30 GT 
3 
 
 
 
2. Ship operational cost for long liner fishing vessel with fiberglass 
construction in Cilacap District  
3. To know the production of fish capturing using long line method in 
Cilacap District 
4. Estimate the income which can be obtained after investing 
5. Determine the feasibility of investment outcome for long liner fishing 
vessel with fiberglass construction in Cilacap District 
 
1.5 Research Benefits 
The benefits could be obtained from this thesis are : 
 
1. Knowing the investment illustration of long liner fishing vessel with 
fiberglass construction in Cilacap District 
2. Give information to ship owner about ship building cost for fishing 
vessel with fiberglass 
3. To be use as consideration for shipyard industrialist which will build 
fishing vessel with fiberglass 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Overview 
2.1.1 Potential of Sea Fisheries in Cilacap District 
 
Marine waters in Cilacap District which surrounding territorial zone 
and exclusive economic zone (EEZ) of Indonesia has great potential with 
sea fishery capture product potential reach to approximately 865100 ton 
which divided by the following fish species  : 
 
 Big Pelagic Fish with 275600 ton potential 
 Small Pelagic Fish with 428700 ton potential 
 Demersal Fish with 134100 ton potential 
 Shrimp with 12500 ton potential 
 Squid with 3200 ton potential 
 
Fishing ground of long liner fishing vessel from Cilacap and Benoa 
located in south sea of Central Java between 108 – 1180 E and 8 – 220 S 
(Wudianto, 2003). Commonly,  some of sea fishery capture systems in 
Cilacap still unable to reach the EEZ zone, so that the facilities support are 
required to reach the fishing ground area in EEZ zone. Therefore, sea 
fishery potential in Cilacap District still need to be optimized more to 
obtain the maximal production. (Cilacap District Government, 2015) 
 
 
      Figure 2.1. Fishing ground of long liner in Cilacap District1     
                                                 
1
 Puskodal Ditjen PSDKP, KKP, 2015 
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2.1.2 Sea Fisheries Production in Cilacap District 
  
Table 2.1. Sea fisheries capture production in Cilacap District 2011 - 2015
2
 
Species 
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
Ton Ton Ton Ton Ton 
Big Pelagic Fish (Tuna, 
cakalang, layaran, hiu, 
pari, dll) 
5215 6739 5824 2946 5243 
Small Pelagic Fish 
(Kembung, laying, selar, 
teri tongkol lisong, dll) 
369 1516 1214 1295 1281 
Big Demersal Fish (Kakap, 
balong, cunang, pelus 
pari, hiu botol, kerapu, 
manyung, dll) 
477 849 526 1002 930 
Small Demersal Fish 
(Gulmah, kurisi, kerot-
kerot, beloso, petek, dll) 
3490 5266 3633 1840 2299 
Mollusca 2611 1201 370 4343 2806 
Crustaceae 4357 5943 3410 2344 1827 
Total 16518 21515 14977 13772 14386 
     
Based on the Table 2.1., sea fisheries capture production in Cilacap 
District were experiencing rise and slope every year since 2011 to 2015. As 
it can be seen from the species types of fish, the big pelagic fish always 
dominating sea fisheries capture production in Cilacap District. In 2012, 
fish production quantity rose from the previous year with quantity was 
6739 ton, but in 2013 declined to 5824 ton. During 2014, the fish 
production quantity drastically fell to 2946 ton. Big rose was occur in 2015 
with production quantity became 5243 ton. 
 
2.1.3 Fish Capturing Unit in Cilacap District 
 
Fish capturing unit is a unit which can’t be separated from a 
successful of fish capturing operation include fishing vessel and fishing 
gear.  
 
1) Fishing Vessels 
Fishing vessels which utilizing Pelabuhan Perikanan Samudera (PPS) 
Cilacap including fishing vessel with wood, fiberglass, and steel material. 
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Mostly, fish capturing fleets are motor vessel. Ship with size of 0-20 GT 
classified as outboard engine vessel (traditional) and size of 20 – 200 GT 
classified as motor vessel. This ship has classified to modern ship because 
the engine is attained inside engine room and has a well-used navigation 
equipment. This ship has divided into many types based on the size, there 
are 5-10 GT, 10-20 GT, 20-30 GT, > 30 GT. Data of fishing vessel fleet 
quantity in Cilacap during 2015 is presented on Table 2.2.  
In Table 2.2. obviously shows the quantity of fishing vessel fleet in 
Cilacap during 2015. The total quantity of fishing vessel fleet was 3936 
units. Based on the table, ouboard engine vessel was the most widely 
quantity with 3226 units and the quantity for motor vessel was 528 units 
which mean the second widely after outboard engine. Boat without 
engine was the fewest quantity with 182 units. As it can be seen, tuna long 
line fleet was solely 118 units which consists of 38 units for ship size 20-30 
GT and 80 units for ship size > 30 GT. 
Based on big pelagic fish potential in Cilacap, the quantity of tuna long 
line fleet need to be added more to reach the maximal production. Tuna 
long liner fishing vessel specification in Cilacap is presented in Table 2.3. 
           Table 2.3. Tuna long liner fishing vessel specification in Cilacap
3
 
No Specification Information 
1. 
Ship Dimension 
- Length 
- Breadth 
- Height 
- Draft 
 
21,02 – 26,42 m 
5,10 – 7,24 m 
1,30 – 3,27 m 
0,90 – 2,90 m 
2. Tonnage 33 – 137 GT 
3. Construction Material Wood, Fiberglass 
4. Year Built 1994 – 2004 
5. Main Engine 250 – 400 HP 
6. Hatch Capacity 8 – 40 ton 
   
2) Fishing Gear 
Based on the Table 2.4. there are many fishing gears which has 
operated by fishing vessel in Cilacap including seine net, gill net, line, 
traps, collection gear, and others fishing gear.                  
As it can be seen. the total of fishing gear quantity during 2015 was 
10033 units. Gill net was the most widely fishing gear used with quantity 
reach to 5411 units. And the second widely fishing gear used was trap 
with 1936 units.  
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                   Table 2.2. Quantity of fishing vessel fleet in Cilacap
4
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                  Table 2.4. Quantity of fishing gear in Cilacap
5
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2.2 Fishing Vessel Definition 
 
According to (Nomura & Yamazaki, 1977) fishing vessels are classified 
into four types following :  
• Fishing vessel typically used in fishing operations or to collect biological 
resources underwater, among others shrimp trawlers, boats purse seine, 
boat gill nets, boat seine, boat trolling, longline vessels, huhate ships, and 
canoes were used to collect the seaweed, fishing and others.  
• Mother ship is a ship that is used as a place to collect fish caught by 
fishing vessels and process it. The mother ship also serves as a fish 
transport vessel. This is related to considerations of efficiency and 
financial capital.  
• Fish transport vessel is a vessel used to transport fishery products from 
the mother ship or fishing vessels from the fishing ground to the port 
which is categorized as freighter. 
• Research, education and training vessel is a fishing vessel which used for 
research, education and fishing training , mostly owned by ships agency 
or government. 
 
According to (Fyson, 1985), Fishing vessels generally consist of the 
following : fishing vessel, fish transport vessel, survey vessel, training vessel 
and fishery patrol ship. 
 
• Fishing vessel is a vessel which constructed and used specifically to 
capture fish in accordance with the fishing gear and fishing techniques 
used include collecting, storing and preserving. 
• Fish transport vessel is a specially constructed vessel, equipped with 
special hatch used for collecting, storing, preserving and transporting fish 
captures. 
• Survey vessel is a specially constructed vessel for conducting surveys of 
marine fisheries. 
• Training vessel is a specially constructed vessel for the fishing training.  
• Fishery patrol ship is a specially constructed  ship for monitoring activities 
of fishing vessels. 
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2.3 Fishing Vessel Classification 
 
Table 2.5. shows classification of fishing vessel which divided by the 
types of fishing gear used. There are trawl, seine net, purse seine, gill net, 
lift net, line, trap, shellfish and seaweed collection gear, muro ami, and 
others fishing gear. 
 
         Table 2.5. Fishing vessel classification based on the types of fishing gear
6
 
No Classification Type 
1. Trawl 1. Shrimp trawl 
2. Fish net 
3. Other trawl 
2. Seine net 1. Payang 
2. Danish seine 
3. Beach seine 
3. Purse seine 1. Purse seine 
4. Gill net 1. Drift gillnet 
2. Encircling gillnet 
3. Shrimp gillnet 
4. Set gillnet 
5. Trammel net 
5. Lift net 1. Boat part 
2. Craft part 
3. Embed part 
4. Bouke ami 
6. Line 1. Tuna long line / drift long 
line 
2. Set bottom long line 
3. Pole and line 
4. Troll line 
5. Hand line 
6. Squid jigging 
7. Trap 1. Guiding barrier 
2. Stow net 
3. Portable trap 
4. Long bag set net 
5. Others trap 
8. Shellfish and seaweed 
collection gear 
1. Shellfish collection gear 
2. Seawedd collection gear 
9. Muro ami 1. Muro ami 
10. Others fishing gear 1. Cash net 
2. Harpoon 
3. Push net 
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2.4 Ship with FRP Construction 
2.4.1 Fiberglass Reinforcement Plastic (FRP) 
 
Fibreglass reinforcement plastic (FRP), or more commonly known as 
fiberglass is a combination of the two components that have different 
physical characteristics, but both have complementary characteristic 
(Fyson, 1985). Fiberglass material could be as consideration for people 
who want to build a ship. Some things into consideration of choosing 
fiberglass material among others are fiberglass material easily available in 
any chemistry stores, moreover fiberglass material is more durable and 
stronger than the wood which getting rotten easily, and also the 
maintenance of fiberglass ship is easier than wooden ship (Yulianto, 
2010). 
Fiberglass on lately received attention among shipbuilding experts as 
material to build a ship, indicating that the vessel which made of 
fiberglass materials increased in the making. The use of fiberglass raw 
material widely used in shipbuilding such as speed boats, patrol boats, 
fishing boats, and cruises (Sari, 2009).  
Various fiberglass available in various compositions and 
specifications, making it suitable for use in a variety of processes and the 
desired strength. Types of fiberglass which are the most commonly used 
in the lining of the hull are (Djaya, 2008):  
 
1) Chopped Strand Mat  
Chopped Strand Mat, in use in the industry is often called Mat or the 
Matto, in the form of pieces of fiberglass fibers with a length of about 
50 mm were arranged randomly and formed into a sheet. This type is 
reinforcing fiber with random fiber configuration and not constantly 
reinforcing fiber. The reinforcing fiber used is E-glass. 
 
2) Woven roving  
Woven roving is continuously reinforcement fibers woven shaped with 
the direction perpendicular to each other. In the lamination process the 
weight ratio between the fiber woven roving with resin are woven 
rovings 45-50%  and polyester resin 50-55% from the heavy fraction, 
for building a ship generally used composition of woven rovings 50%  
and resin 50% , woven rovings are used as main lamination which 
provides tensile or curved strength higher than matto lamination. 
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3) Woven cloth  
Similar with woven rovings, several rolls of fiber spun and then woven 
into one which looks like a fabric. Cloth add thickness slowly, more 
economical when used separately. Cloth used to repair damage to the 
coating. 
 
4) Triaxial  
Triaxial is a continuous reinforcement fiber (Continuous fibre reinforced) 
with reinforcing fiber configuration consists of three layers, there are the 
first layer 45 ° to the principal axis and the direction of the second layer 
0º to the principal axis and the direction of the third layer - 45 ° to the 
principal axis. The weight ratio between the fiber triaxial with the resin 
used are triaxial fiber 45-50% and polyester resin 50-65% of the heavy 
fraction, but for building a ship generally used 50%: 50% in one 
lamination. 
 
FRP woven roving is stronger when compared with aluminum, FRP 
mat and steel are stiffer than mat and steel although the most rigid is 
aluminum. With the same weight, wood (in wet condition) is stiffer than 
FRP cloth and also stronger than FRP mat, but FRP woven roving is 
stronger than wood. 
Glass fibers normally used in the manufacture of fiberglass ship are 
Matt 300 and 450 and Woven Roving 600. Resins which used to make the 
ship is 3,115 SHCP Unsaturated polyester resin. Moreover, these 
components can be combined with pigments, flame retardants and 
certain toxic materials to prevent vermin on ship surfaces (Imron, 2004). 
 
2.4.2 Lamination Methods of FRP  
 
In building a ship with fiberglass construction there are 3 methods of 
lamination which often used on shipyard. The following are explantion 
about lamination methods : 
 
1) Hand Lay-Up Method  
Hand lay-up method is the most convenient and the simplest 
method. Lamination process solely use a hand assisted with roll which 
serves to unify the fiberglass and resin so that the resin can absorb into 
layers of fiberglass to the maximum so that the curing process could 
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last well and the end result of the lamination process could be 
maximized. 
Disadvantages of this method are not maximal result of unification 
of layers or arrangement between the fiberglass and resin on the ship 
were formed. This is because the use of a tool to unify the resin and 
fiberglass material solely using the roll so that the pressure generated 
is not maximized and not evenly distributed throughout the body 
section of the ship. So there is still the possibility of the presence of air-
filled spaces which cause tensile strength values of the ship reduced. 
The coating process of fiberglass material and resin will be 
forwarded to obtain the desired thickness and in accordance with the 
characteristics which want applied to the produced ship. The simple 
process and does not require expensive equipment makes the vessel 
formation process using this type is quite interesting for most of 
shipyard despite the hull production time by using this method is long 
enough. 
The advantages of this method when applied, the results of hull 
layers are smooth generated, both the outer layer and the inner layer 
of the hull. Although there are some drawbacks to this method but the 
mechanical characteristic which generated is more than enough to be 
applied to the ship in general. Following are the procedures of this 
method : 
 
a. Preparing for mold 
b. Wax and polish the mold to make it easier to use mold again 
c. Polish the gelcoat on the mold surface and allowed to harden 
before installing a layer 
d. Barrier coat is also used to prevent the printed of fiber through 
gelcoat surface 
e. Then fiberglass installed properly with the following the pattern of 
mold. Usually the types of fiberglass used are chopped strand mat 
and woven roving 
f.   The resin is mixed with the catalyst and stir until smooth and then 
accommodated in the holding tank 
g. Resin which has mixed with catalyst is sprayed onto the mold 
surface by using a spray gun. Spray gun is moved with a 
predetermined pattern to make the same thickness 
h. Then use a brush or roller to compact the fiber which is poured or 
sprayed with resin to produce a smooth surface and eliminates 
trapped air 
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i. Could use wood, foam, honeycomb core which will fitted into the 
lamination to make a sandwich structure 
j. Lamination will dry itself 
 
 
                           Figure 2.2. Hand lay-up process
7
 
 
2) Chopped Gun Method  
This method uses a kind of gun to shoot fiberglass in small pieces 
and mixed with resin short across the lining of the mold  then 
assembled with the aid of a roll. Fiber pieces formed in small pieces 
known as chopped fibers so that the method is called chopped gun. 
This method is quite a lot of weaknesses, with a layer of fiberglass is 
chopped in the small size and spread to all directions randomly, then 
the lamination result of this method has a low tensile strength. Another 
thing that constraint is the uneven thickness result due to the lack of 
control of layer thickness so that the result is less dense. 
But this method could be considered if the shipyard requires a fast 
and low cost production process, because by using this method does 
not require much time and lower costs. The obtained lamination are 
also quite light. 
 
3) Vacuum Infusion Method 
Vacuum infusion method is still rarely used in local shipyards 
because the method is still relatively new. This method utilizing the 
pressure of a pump that generates a vacuum so that the blend of resin 
and fiberglass can be pressed evenly. The advantage of this method is 
the result of a thinner, equitable, and more powerful lamination. This 
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method is also done with the condition that is cleaner than the 
previous method. However, the drawback is the cost of more expensive 
than the previous method because the preparation of this method is 
quite expensive. 
Vacuum infusion is one of the Resin Transfer Moulding (RTM) 
system. In the RTM system, resin is injected into a rigid mold. The 
prints result are goods or parts which has two smooth sides. Vacuum 
infusion system has the same principle with RTM system but solely the 
upper part of mold is replaced with a  plastic film (plastic sheeting) and 
a resin distribution medium. 
Several reinforcement layers (CSM, WR, or Multiaxial Fiberglass) are 
placed in a mold which has coated with gelcoat first. Above 
reinforcement layer material is placed nylon fabric (peel-ply) then the 
resin distribution medium will placed on the top, then the plastic film 
and resin feed hose are placed between the distribution medium and 
plastic. Vacuum port is placed surrounding the area of fiberglass which 
will given a resin. 
 
 
                     Figure 2.3. Vacuum infusion process
8
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2.4.3 Building Process of FRP Constructed Ship 
 
FRP construction vessel building process is certainly very different 
from the process of ship construction made from other materials such as 
steel, aluminum, and wood. The production process of FRP vessel is 
lighter than steel vessel. That is because the ship building with FRP 
construction should begin with the preparation of the mold. In the 
production process of steel vessel there are several works such as 
welding, assembly, cutting, bending. While the FRP vessel solely made 
with the initial capital of a mold to form the vessel. The mold making 
process usually using FRP material which has a certain thickness and 
tensile strength, such as using CSM 600 or can be made with wood and 
plywood. Following the flowchart diagram of FRP shipbuilding process : 
 
        
             Figure 2.4. Flowchart diagram of shipbuilding process with FRP construction
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2.5 Fishing Vessel with Long Liner Fishing Gear 
2.5.1. Long Liner Method 
 
Long liner method is a passive fishing method which uses the floated 
main line. Line is floated by using buoys which the distance has been 
measured. On the main line there are branch lines where the hooks on the 
bottom attached. 
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                             Figure 2.5. Long line fishing vessel
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The main line is made from monofilament with diameter of 3-4 mm. 
This line is circular cross section shaped and colorless (transparent), some 
lines are blue because blue is believed to not be easily seen by the fish. 
The main line has a length of 250 m to 800 m. Then the branch lines are 
also made from monofilament size of 2 mm. This lines has a length of 10 
to 50 m down and fitted with a space of 60 to 100 m on the main line.  
The most important thing in using long liner method is this method 
needs to be adjusted to the proper depth because tuna fishes are 
swimming in a certain depth. To be able to adjust the depth of the main 
line should be done by setting the interval of the main line between the 
buoys. 
 
  
Figure 2.6. Main line and Branch line
11
 
 
The branch lines are mounted on the main line using snap, ring, and 
sleeves. These lines connection should be mounted without bond because 
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the bond will reduce the strength of the main line. Then at the bottom of 
the branch lines hung hooks to capture fish. 
2.5.2. Work Principle of Long Liner Fishing Vessel 
 
Long liner method is the first fishing method which used in Japan. 
This method is now widely applied because of its advantages to capture 
tuna fish at a depth of 300 m above sea level. One set of lines can be 
composed of more than 200 units of "basket". Basket every section of 
main line and its branch lines between two buoys with total of 
approximately 3,000 hooks. Following the work principle of long liner 
fishing vessel in general : 
 
1. Baiting Long Line 
The first step taken is to pairing the bait to the hook. This process 
could be done using a machine or manually. Usually squid, mackerel, 
or other small fish used as decoys. If done manually, a crew is 
responsible for pairing the bait to the hook. After that, another crew 
will install the decoys after it has tied to a branch line of the main line. 
 
2. Setting Long Lines 
This process is carried out simultaneously with the process of installing 
the bait to the hook. The main line is rolled up and then will be 
stretched through a machine located at the stern of the ship and then 
simultaneously when stretched, branch lines already baited will 
installed on the main line. The vessel will be run at a speed of 9.5 - 11.5 
knots. Setting the depth of the main line can be adjusted by varying 
the distance between the buoys and by changing the speed of the 
main line feeder and vessel speed. The current pace of branch lines 
and buoys when installed on the main line and the space between the 
branch lines are arranged from the wheelhouse. On the buoys, there is 
a radio buoy that serves as a marker of the main line. Between 2500 
and 3000 hooks deployed by the total length of the main line can 
reach 100 km. The time required for this process can last for 5 to 6 
hours. After the radio buoy finally installed, the crews are rested for 
about 4 hours before the hauling process begins. 
 
3. Hauling Long Lines 
 The hauling process begins by looking for radio buoy. Once found, 
then the buoy is released and then the main line will start rolled using 
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the hauler machine. Rolling speed is determined by the crew who 
served because each matted strands should be straightened out again. 
Then, a crew will release the hook of branch lines while the main line is 
pulled back to the ship. 
 
      
                            Figure 2.7. Hauling long lines
12
 
 
4.  Landing Catch 
When the fish is detected, the ship will slow down and then will follow 
the movement of the fish. When the fish is beside the vessel, a spear or 
a harpoon will be used to capture the fish. Once inside the ship, branch 
lines will be cut by allowing the hook is in the fish's mouth. This way is 
to arrange the fish easily and could directly put in the freezer. 
 
5. Fish Handling On Board 
Fish which has reached the deck should be killed soon, because its 
dangerous when handling the fish which constantly moving on the 
deck of the ship as well as to keep the quality of the fish flesh remains 
in good condition. For tuna fish, the caudal fin must be removed 
immediately using a chainsaw. Then the fish will be put into cold 
storage after the gills and the entire contents of his stomach removed. 
 
2.6 Feasibility Study 
 
 Feasibility study is a series of study which will help to make decision 
about a project. It is an analysis of the viability of an idea (Hofstrand & 
Holz-Clause, 2009). The feasibility study will study in-depth about specific 
business scenario and then may make a conclusion about the specific 
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scenario in the business. It will help the project leader decided wether the 
project must be continue or not using the information from it (Hofstrand & 
Holz-Clause, 2009).  
There are benefits by applying feasibility before initiate a project. The 
benefits are: 
1. Give a direction to the project and narrow alternatives which may exist. 
2. Provide new chances and may identified the reason to not to proceed 
the project, if any. 
3. It may suspect any factors which may affect the project and make a 
mitigations about it, therefore the project probability of success will 
increase. 
4. Securing funding and may attract equity investment. 
5. If properly conducted, may save money before the project are start. 
 
The stages to conduct feasibility study in general are: 
1. Preparation Stage 
 On this stage, a careful planning of the whole project are done. Based 
on the purpose of the project it is decided wether its need to conduct a 
feasibility study on a propose business idea or not. 
2. Research Stage 
 The data for the project are taken on this stage. 
3. Data Arranging Stage 
After all the data needed to conduct feasibility study, the data are 
categorized unto two section, primary data and secondary data. The 
data which already gather then tabulated and arrange according to the 
purpose of the project. 
4. Data Processing Stage 
After carefuly arranged, the data are process and analyze then compile 
into a feasibility report. One of the indicator which indicate the research 
and the feasibility study will success is the quality of the feasibility study 
report. 
5. Project Evaluation Stage 
The data which already process then compared to the requirement 
which indicate wether the project are feasible or not. The evaluation is in 
the form of technical calculation which compare the analyze data and 
the requirements. 
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2.7 Fish Catching Productivity Analysis 
 
Productivity in this study is defined as the productivity of fisheries 
capture. Productivity is the ability to produce something. Productivity of 
fishing vessels according to the Ministerial Decree of Marine and Fisheries  
No. 38 year 2003 is the level of fishing vessel ability to obtain captures per 
year. Production per trip (Catch per Unit Effort) of long liner vessel based 
on the volume of fish caught and the number of trips Tuna Longliner 
(CPUE), with equation : 
 
𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝐶𝑃𝑈𝐸) =
𝐹𝑖𝑠ℎ 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (𝑡𝑜𝑛)
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝
 ……....(2.1) 
 
Productivity of long liner vessel is calculated in vessel size unit (Gross 
Tonnage), with equation : 
 
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑡𝑜𝑛)
𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝 𝑥 𝐺𝑇
……………………..……(2.2) 
 
2.8 Economical Analysis 
2.8.1 Ship Building Cost 
 
Calculation of ship building costs was conducted to determine the 
cost needed in the building process of ship. The building cost of the 
vessel is the sum of the cost of the components needed to make a ship. 
Cost elements which are constituent part of the cost of building ship are 
as follows : 
 
1) Casco cost 
2) Equipment and installation cost such as electrical, safety, navigation, 
accommodation, machinery 
3) Others service cost such as ship documentz, launching, sea trial, 
delivery 
2.8.2 Ship Operational Cost 
  
Operational costs are fixed costs which issued for daily operational 
aspects of ship with aim to make the ship always in good condition for 
commission. The components of operational costs are as follows :  
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 Provision Cost 
Provision cost is a cost for crew needs (food and beverages).  
 Crew Cost 
Crew cost is a cost which issued for paying all crews salary during the 
operational of ship 
 Maintenance and Repair Costs 
Maintenance and repair costs are including all requirements to maintain 
the ship always in good condition for sailing and be able to doing the 
fish capturing operation.  
 Mooring and Anchoring Costs 
When the ship is docked in ports, the costs issued are including port 
dues and service charge. Port dues are fees charged for the use of port 
facilities such as docks, moorings, and infrastructure. Meanwhile, service 
charge includes the services of a porter or guide for landing mooring 
fishing vessel to the mainland shore. 
 Depreciation 
Fixed assets (excluding land) and intangible property which owned by 
project is depreciated each year. The percentage of each type of fixed 
assets depreciation is determined by the government in each country 
where the project is built. 
 Baiting Cost 
Baiting cost is a cost of all requirements to fulfill the baiting activity 
during the fish capturing operation 
 
2.8.3 Voyage Cost 
 
The voyage cost is the variable costs issued for the vessel needs 
during the voyage. Voyage cost are including : fuel cost for a main engine 
or for an auxiliary engine, fees of mooring or berths. Voyage cost 
components are : 
 Fuel Cost  
Ship fuel consumption is determined by several variables such as the 
size of the vessel, shipping distance, speed, weather (waves, wind), the 
type and quality of fuel. Cost of fuel and lubricants are also dependent 
on the daily consumption of fuel for sailing at sea and on the port as 
well as the price of fuel during the voyage at sea and on the port. 
 Fish Chiller Cost 
 The ice consumption as fish chiller depends cargo quantity could be 
transported. 
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2.8.4 Financial Analysis 
 
1) Payback Period (PP)  
It is a required period to close the investment expenditure (initial cash 
investment) by using cash flow. The payback period can also be 
defined as the ratio between the initial cash investment with cash 
inflow which the result is a unit of time, then the value of this ratio 
compared with the maximum acceptable payback period (Umar, 2003). 
The formula is : 
 
 
𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 =  
𝑖
𝜋
 𝑥 1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟………….…..……..…..(2.3) 
 
Where,  
I = Investment  
π = Profit per year 
 
 
2) Net Present Value (NPV) 
Net Present Value (NPV) is a method that is quite important in capital 
budgeting to measure the investment feasibility analysis of the project 
by calculating the Net Present Value. Net Present Value is the 
difference between the present value of the investment with the 
present value of net cash receipts in the future. Status of Net Present 
Value analysis method is quite strong in investment feasibility analysis 
of the project because Net Present Value already considering the time 
value of money. To calculate the present value need to be determined 
the interest rate which is relevant. 
 
  
𝑁𝑃𝑉 = ∑
𝐵𝑡−𝐶𝑡
(1+𝑖)𝑡
𝑛
𝑡=1
…………………..…..…………….(2.4) 
 
Where,  
Bt = Benefit which obtained in t-year  
Ct = Cost issued in t-year 
i = Discount rate  
n = Investment period  
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If NPV > 0, the investment is profitable/eligible to continue 
If NPV = 0, there are no profit and no loss in the investment 
If NPV < 0, the investment is not eligible to continue 
 
 
3) Internal Rate of Return (IRR)  
Internal Rate of Return is the value of the discount rate (i) that makes 
the NPV of a project equal to zero. This analysis is used to determine 
the level of internal profits derived from the investment. Internal Rate 
of Return is expressed in the formula (Kadariah, 1999) : 
 
IRR = 𝑖1 + [
𝑁𝑃𝑉1
𝑁𝑃𝑉1− 𝑁𝑃𝑉2
] (𝑖2 − 𝑖1)………………..(2.5) 
 
Where, 
IRR = Internal Rate of Return 
NPV1 = NPV positive 
NPV2 = NPV negative 
i 1 = Discount rate of positive NPV 
i 2 = Discount rate of negative NPV 
 
A business or investment activity is feasible, if the IRR is greater than 
the determined discount rate. Otherwise, if the IRR is less than the 
determined discount rate then business is not eligible to run. 
 
 
4) Net Benefit Cost Ratio (Net B/C)  
Net Benefit Cost Ratio is an indicator, used in the formal discipline 
of cost-benefit analysis, that attempts to summarize the overall value 
for money of a project or proposal. A benefit cost ratio is the ratio of 
the benefits of a project or proposal, expressed in monetary terms, 
relative to its costs, also expressed in monetary terms. All benefits and 
costs should be expressed in discounted present values. Benefit cost 
ratio (BCR) takes into account the amount of monetary gain realized by 
performing a project versus the amount it costs to execute the project. 
The higher the BCR the better the investment. General rule of thumb is 
that if the benefit is higher than the cost the project is a good 
investment. The formula is : 
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𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝐵/𝐶 𝑅 =
∑
𝐵𝑡−𝐶𝑡
(1+𝑖)𝑡
>0𝑛𝑡=1
∑
𝐵𝑡−𝐶𝑡
(1+𝑖)𝑡
<0𝑛𝑡=1
……………..……..……..(2.6) 
Where, 
Bt = Benefit which obtained in t-year  
Ct = Cost issued in t-year 
i = Discount rate  
n = Investment period 
Net B/C ratio value consists of two important things, there are :  
1) Net B/C ratio ≥ 1 means the project is eligible 
2) Net B/C ratio ≤ 1 means the project is not eligible 
 
5) Break Even Point (BEP) 
Break Even Point is a condition where production or income level is 
equal as the outcome of the project. Therefore, on that condition the 
project is not obtain any profit and loss. The formula is :  
 
BEP (Rp) = [
𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
1− 
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒
]………………..……..(2.7) 
 
BEP (Units) = [
𝐵𝐸𝑃 (𝑅𝑝)
𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡
]………………..……..(2.8) 
 
If variable cost and fixed cost are not separated, then to find the break 
even point could use the principle of total income = total outcome 
Total Income = Price x Production quantity 
Total Outcome = Summary of all cost needed during project (Sales 
price unit x Production quantity) 
 
 
BEP (n) = [
𝐵𝐸𝑃 (𝑅𝑝)
𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 (𝑅𝑝)
] 𝑥 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦…(2.9) 
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6) Discount Factor (DF)  
Discount Factor is defined as : “Factors which used for calculating 
present value from the multiply of future income by considering 
applied interest rate or also called present worth factors”. DF is 
counted for multi-period project. Commonly, the period is calculated 
by semester or year. Value of DF approximately from 0 to 1. The 
formula for calculating DF is : 
 
𝐷𝐹 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 =
1
(1+𝑟)𝑛
……………………..…..(2.10) 
Where, 
r = Interest rate   
n = year 0,1,……… n ; according to project period 
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CHAPTER 3  
METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Methodology Flow Chart 
 
Figure 3.1. shows a flowchart diagram of methodology which describe 
about the working process of this thesis from literature review, data 
collecting process, data processing, analysis of ship investment feasibility, 
also conclusion and recommendation. 
 
 
 
                    
Figure 3.1. Flow chart diagram of methodology 
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     Figure 3.1. Flow chart diagram of methodology (continued) 
 
 
3.2 Definition of Methodology Flow Chart 
3.2.1 Statement of Problems  
Identifying the problems is to determine what problem formulation to 
be taken. Formulation of the problem is an early stage in the 
implementation of the final project.  
This stage is a very important stage, which at this stage why there is a 
problem that must be solved so worthy to be used as material in the final 
work.  
Problem formulation is done by collect information about problems 
that occur at this time. From this stage, the purpose of why this thesis 
done is knowable. Statement of problems of this thesis were determined 
in chapter 1. 
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3.2.2 Literature Review 
Once a problem is already known, the next step is to collect reference 
materials related to the final project from any resources.  
The references of this thesis are received from books, journals, thesis 
report, and informations from internet which consists of  the condition of 
sea fisheries in Cilacap District, fishing vessel definition and classification, 
ship with FRP construction, fishing vessel with long liner fishing gear, 
operational scenario of long liner fishing vessel in Cilacap District, 
feasibility study definition, fishing vessel financial analysis. 
From the references which has been reviewed, then we know what 
data that we need to collect in this thesis. 
3.2.3 Data Collecting 
To support the thesis, we need to collect some data such as sea 
fisheries statistical data in Cilacap District, data of fishing vessels and 
fishing gears which operated in Cilacap District, sample data of ship, 
building cost data of fiberglass fishing vessel, ship operational cost data, 
fish price data in Cilacap District. 
Some data such as sea fisheries statistical data, data of fishing vessels 
and fishing gears which operated, and fish price data are collected from 
Cilacap District Government and Department of Marine and Fisheries of 
Cilacap District. For sample data of ship and building cost data of 
fiberglass fishing vessel are collected from PT. F1 Perkasa in Banyuwangi. 
From all those data which has been collected, the implementation of 
data processing shall be started. 
 
          Table 3.1. Data Requirements of this thesis 
No Data Collected Sources 
1 Sea fisheries statistical data Department of Marine and Fisheries 
of Cilacap District 
2 Data of operating fishing vessels Cilacap Fishing Port (PPS Cilacap) 
3 Data of operating fishing gears Cilacap Fishing Port (PPS Cilacap) 
4 Sample data of fishing vessel with FRP 
construction 
PT. F1 Perkasa 
5 Ship building cost data PT. F1 Perkasa 
6 Ship operational cost data PT. F1 Perkasa and Cilacap Fishing 
Port (PPS Cilacap) 
7 Fish price Cilacap Fishing Port (PPS Cilacap) 
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3.2.4 Data Processing 
The data which has been collected will processed and calculated 
using Microsoft Excel. From the data processing there will be some result 
could obtained such as sea fisheries productivity, capital expenditure of 
fiberglass fishing vessel >30 GT, operational expenditure of long liner 
fishing vessel >30 GT, operational scenario of long liner fishing vessel in 
Cilacap District, revenue scenario after the operation of ship based on fish 
price. 
3.2.5 Analysis of Ship Investment Feasibility 
After processing the data, should be carried out an assessment using 
Microsoft Excel whether the long liner fishing vessel investment in Cilacap 
is feasible or not by considering the financial factors such as : profit 
analysis, revenue cost ratio, payback period, net present value, net benefit 
cost ratio, and internal rate of return. 
3.2.6 Conclusion and Recommendation 
The final step is to make the conclusion that the whole process has 
been done before as well as provide answers to existing problems.  
The recommendation given based on the results of the analysis on 
which to base the next research, either directly related to this research or 
on the data and methodology that will be referenced. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DATA ANALYSIS 
 
4.1 Tuna Long Liner Fisheries in Cilacap 
4.1.1 Composition of Tuna Long Liner Catching Production 
The composition of  tuna long liner catching production are consist 
of target catch and by catch production . Target catch production of tuna 
long line are consist of  yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacores) 11% or 
1.141,105 ton, big eye tuna (Thunnus obesus) 19% or 1.910,87 ton, 
albacore tuna (Thunnus alalunga) 14% or 1.409,30 ton, southern bluefin 
tuna (Thunnus macoyii) 0,40% or  40,91 ton. Another composition 
production is 56% or 5.767,78 ton. By catch production are consist of  
black marlin fish, white marlin fish, bawal stripes, mobula, meka, gindara, 
cakilan, and layaran. Catching production are landed in frozen shape and 
will be exported. Diagram of tuna long liner catching production is 
presented in Figure 4.1. 
 
        
       Figure 4.1. Tuna Long Liner Catching Production Diagram 
 
4.1.2 Tuna Long Liner Productivity 
      
1) Yellowfin Tuna Productivity  
Annual productivity of tuna long line and total effort were fluctuative. 
In 2010 with catch effort 135 per unit, the productivity level was 10,18 
ton of yellowfin tuna. In 2011 with catch effort 166 per unit, the 
productivity level was 42,81 ton of yellowfin tuna. In 2012 with catch 
effort 110 per unit, the productivity level was 16,82 ton of yellowfin 
tuna. In 2013 with catch effort 44 per unit, the productivity level was 
Yellowfin 
Tuna 
11% 
Big Eye Tuna 
19% Albacore Tuna 
14% 
Southern 
Bluefin Tuna 
0.4% 
Another 
Production 
56% 
Tuna Long Liner Catching Production in 
Cilacap 
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21,04 ton of yellowfin tuna. In 2014 with catch effort 29,3 per unit, the 
poductivity level was 48,78 ton of yellowfin tuna. Graphic of yellowfin 
tuna productivity is presented in Figure 4.2. 
 
     
                      Figure 4.2. Graphic of yellowfin tuna productivity and effort 
 
2) Big Eye Tuna Productivity 
Annual productivity of tuna long line and total effort were fluctuative. 
In 2010 with catch effort 224 per unit, the productivity level was 278 
ton of big eye tuna. In 2011 with catch effort 278 per unit, the 
productivity level was 17,3 ton of big eye tuna. In 2012 with catch 
effort 185 per unit, the productivity level was 21,7 ton of big eye tuna. 
In 2013 with catch effort 74 per unit, the productivity level was 28,6 ton 
of big eye tuna. In 2014 with catch effort 20,3 per unit, the productivity 
level was 35,8 ton of big eye tuna. Graphic of big eye tuna productivity 
is presented in Figure 4.3. 
 
 
                        Figure 4.3. Graphic of big eye tuna productivity and effort 
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3) Albacore Tuna Productivity 
Annual productivity of tuna long line and total effort were fluctuative. 
In 2010 with catch effort 165,35 per unit, the productivity level was 
56,49 ton of albacore tuna. In 2011 with catch effort 202,1 per unit, the 
productivity level was 14,9 ton of albacore tuna. In 2012 with catch 
effort 136,5 per unit, the productivity level was 22,56 ton of albacore 
tuna. In 2013 with catch effort 134,8 per unit, the productivity level was 
44,37 ton of albacore tuna. In 2014 with catch effort 36,4 per unit, the 
productivity level was 150,67 ton of albacore tuna. Graphic of albacore 
tuna productivity is presented in Figure 4.4. 
 
 
                           Figure 4.4. Graphic of albacore tuna productivity and effort 
 
4) Southern Bluefin Tuna Productivity 
Annual productivity of tuna long line and total effort were fluctuative. 
In 2010 with catch effort 2,72 per unit, the productivity level was 18,7 
ton of southern bluefin tuna. In 2011 with catch effort 2,47 per unit, the 
productivity level was 16,53 ton of southern bluefin tuna. In 2012 with 
catch effort 2,8 per unit, the productivity level was 45,24 ton of 
southern bluefin tuna. In 2013 with catch effort 0,68 per unit, the 
productivity level was 28,75 ton of southern bluefin tuna. In 2014 with 
catch effort 0,02 per unit, the productivity level was 4,4 ton of southern 
bluefin tuna. Graphic of southern Bluefin tuna productivity is presented 
in Figure 4.4. 
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               Figure 4.5. Graphic of southern bluefin tuna productivity and effort 
 
5) Total Average of Tuna Productivity 
During five years the average of tuna prdouctivity is shown that Big Eye 
Tuna had the highest average of productivity amount with catch effort 
156,26 per unit and the productivity level was 14787,8 ton. The second 
highest was Albacore Tuna with catch effort 135,03 unit and the 
productivity level was 5379,04 ton. Then, there was Yellowfin Tuna with 
catch effort 96,86 unit and productivity level 2537,194. The lowest 
average of productivity was Southern Bluefin Tuna with catch effort 
1,738 unit and the productivity level solely 47,59 ton. Graphic of 
average tuna productivity is presented in Figure 4.6. 
 
 
                Figure 4.6. Graphic of average tuna productivity in Cilacap 
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4.2 Tuna Long Liner Fishing Vessel with FRP Construction 
 
Figure 4.7. shows a sample fishing vessel with FRP construction named 
MV. Inka Mina 438 which constructed and used specifically to capture fish 
in accordance with the fishing gear and fishing techniques used include 
collecting, storing and preserving. For MV. Inka Mina 438 general 
arrangement (GA) is reflected on Figure 4.8. Both sample data of MV. Inka 
Mina 438 and the general arrangement are collected from PT. F1 Perkasa 
 
         
                             Figure 4.7. MV. Inka Mina 438
1
 
           
                             Figure 4.8. MV. Inka Mina 438 General Arrangement
2
 
 
As it can be seen on Table 4.1. there are some data of technical 
specification of  MV. Inka Mina 438 which has collected from PT. F1 Perkasa 
in banyuwangi. 
                                                 
1
 Collected Data from PT. F1 Perkasa 
2
 Collected Data from PT. F1 Perkasa 
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                            Table 4.1. Technical Specification Data of Fishing vessel >30GT 
Technical Specification  of Fishing Vessel >30GT 
Loa 18.5 m 
Breadth (B) 4.15 m 
Height (H) 2.1 m 
Draft (T) 1.2 m 
Gross Tonnage (GT) >30 GT 
Main Engine 180-220 HP 
Genset 2 x 7 Kw 
Fish Cargo Hold 14 m3 
Freshwater Tank 1500 litre 
Fuel Oil Tank 4000 litre 
Service Speed 8 knot 
Operational Maximum Reach 60 mile 
Ship Crew 7-10 crews 
            
4.3 Tuna Long Liner Fishing Scenario 
 
Fishing scenario is very important before carried out the feasibility 
analysis of tuna long liner. Because, this scenario will very helpful to 
determined the assumption and parameter for continuous analysis. Based 
on Figure 4.8. the actual fishing ground is located around FMA (Fisheries 
Management Area) number 573. 
 
 
Figure 4.9. Fisheries Management Area 573
3
 
 
                                                 
3
 bppl.kkp.go.id 
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As it can be seen on the Table 4.2., there will be explained about the 
fishing scenario such as fishing home port located in PPS Cilacap, total 
allowance catch in fishing ground which is 776.29 ton per year based on 
the MSY value is 970.37 ton per year, and another things considered as part 
of fishing scenario. 
Table 4.2. Fishing scenario 
No Scenario Description 
1 Home Port PPS Cilacap 
2 Fishing Ground Java South Sea / FMA 573 
3 MSY (Maximum Sustainable Yield) 970.37 Ton / year 
4 TAC (Total Allowance Catch) 776.29 Ton / year 
5 Ship Cargo Hold 6.3 Ton 
6 Maximum Trip 123 Trips / year 
7 Distance to Fishing Ground 97 Km 
8 Vessel Speed 8 Knot 
9 Time to Reach Fishing Ground 6.5 Hours 
10 Fishing Operation :   
 a. CPUE 0.2 Kg / hook 
 b. Hook 1500 Hooks 
 c. Once Longlining Production 300 Kg 
 d. Target Catch 6300 Kg 
 e. Longlining Repetition 21 Repetitions 
 f. Time for Longlining 12 Hours 
 g. Ship Operational Time 11 Days 
 
4.4 Assumption and Parameter for Financial Analysis 
 
To simplify the feasibility analysis in tuna long liner activity there will be 
used some assumptions and parameters. These assumptions were obtained 
from tuna long liner activitites in Cilacap District.  
As it can be seen on the Table 4.3., the tuna long liner project period 
determined for 5 years. With fishing vessel economic period is 10 years, 
and there will be 8 crews on board. Based on the fish price data collected in 
PPS Cilacap, the fish price that will be used for revenue estimation is Rp 
40,000 per kg. 
Table 4.3. Assumptions for financial analysis 
No Assumption Unit Value / Amount 
1 Project period Years 5 
2 Fishing vessel economic period Years 10 
3 Work month for year Months 12 
4 Fish price Rp / kg 40,000 
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5 Crews Persons 8 
6 Interest rate per year % 12% 
7 Capital proportion :   
 a. Credit from bank % 70% 
 b. Self-funded % 30% 
8 Credit time period Years 3 
 
4.5 Cost Component and Cost Structure 
4.5.1 Capital Expenditure of Long Liner Fishing Vessel with FRP 
Construction > 30 GT 
 
Based on the Table 4.4., there are some data of  capital expenditure of 
fishing vessel >30 GT with FRP construction which consists of ship 
building cost of MV. Inka Mina 438 should be paid. 
Table 4.4. Capital Expenditure of Long Liner Fishing Vessel with FRP Construction >30GT 
No Description Total Cost 
(Rupiah) 
Percentage 
1 Body Casco of Fiberglass Vessel  Rp  515,000,000  37.39 % 
2 Installations  Rp  21,000,000  1.52 % 
3 Accomodation  Rp  75,988,000  5.51 % 
4 Electrical Equipments  Rp  14,063,000  1.02 % 
5 Safety Equipments  Rp  8,308,500  0.60 % 
6 Navigation and Communication Equipments  Rp  63,536,500  4.61 % 
7 Anchoring and Mooring Equipment  Rp  198,633,000  14.42 % 
8 Machinery, Pump, and Installation  Rp  339,516,500  24.65 % 
9 Other Cost   Rp  141,150,000  10.25 % 
  Sub Total   Rp  1,377,195,500  100 % 
  PPN 10 %  Rp  137,719,550  10 % 
  Total 1 Unit of Vessel  Rp  1,514,915,050  110 % 
    
4.5.2 Component of Investment Project Capital 
 
Total project cost needed for ship building of MV. Inka Mina 438 is Rp 
1,514,915,050. Approximately projected 70% will be loaned by financial 
company such as bank and 30% will be self-funded. All of the investment 
credit received during construction period with loaning time period is 3 
years with interest rate 12% decreased effectively. 
Table 4.3. Assumptions for financial analysis (continued) 
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Table 4.5. Component and structure of project cost 
No Project Cost Component Percentage Total Cost (Rupiah) 
1 Credit from Bank 70 %  Rp  1,060,440,535 
2 Self-funded 30 %  Rp  454,474,515 
Total Investment Project Capital 100 %  Rp 1,514,915,050 
 
 Fixed installment and interest installment are paid every month during 
the loaning time period, in this study was taken 3 years of loaning time 
period. Recapitulation of credit installment is shown on the Table 4.6., and 
the detail calculation will be in attachment. 
Table 4.6. Credit Installment Recapitulation 
Year Fixed 
Installment 
Interest Total 
Installment 
Beginning 
Balance 
Ending Balance 
    Rp 1,060,440,535  Rp 1,060,440,535 
1 Rp 353,480,178 Rp 107,811,454  Rp 461,291,632 Rp 1,060,440,535 Rp 706,960,356 
2 Rp 353,480,178 Rp 65,393,832 Rp 418,874,011 Rp 706,960,356 Rp 353,480,178 
3 Rp 353,480,178 Rp 22,976,211 Rp 376,456,389 Rp 353,480,178 Rp 0 
      
4.5.3 Operational Expenditure of Tuna Long Liner Fishing Vessel with FRP 
Construction > 30 GT 
 
Based on the Table 4.7., there are some data of operational cost of 
fishing vessel >30 GT with FRP construction which consists of fuel cost, 
fish chiller cost, baiting cost, crew cost, provision cost and port cost 
should be paid. The operational costs are based on one round trip or 11 
days per trip. Operational costs are classified as variable cost because the 
unit price might be changing according to any conditions. Then, total 
operational cost and maintenance cost for a year or 33 trips are 
approximately Rp 2,040,331,000 with assumption in first year until third 
year of this investment is operated with 100% capacity. The calculated 
cost is not considering yet the increasing or decreasing of unit price which 
might be changing according to any conditions happened. 
For annual maintenance cost estimation which consists of vessel 
maintenance, long line fishing gear maintenance, machinery maintenance, 
and other equipments are presented on the Table 4.8. 
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Table 4.7. Operational Cost of Long Liner Fishing Vessel with FRP Construction >30GT 
No Operational Cost Needs per Trip Unit Price Cost 
1 Fuel 4000 litre Rp 5,700/litre Rp 22,800,000 
2 Fish Chiller 6.3 ton Rp 15,000/block Rp 1,575,000 
3 Bait (milkfish) 1100 kg Rp 18,000/kg Rp 19,800,000 
4 Crew 7 crews Rp 84,000/day Rp 7,392,000 
5 Provision 11 days Rp 40,000/day Rp 440,000 
Total Rp 52,007,000 
Table 4.8. Maintenance Cost of Long Liner Fishing Vessel with FRP Construction >30GT 
No Type of Maintenance Cost Annual Frequency Accumulated Cost 
1 Vessel Rp 20,000,000 2 Rp 40,000,000 
2 Long Line Rp 3,000,000 2 Rp 6,000,000 
3 Machinery Rp 10,000,000 2 Rp 20,000,000 
4 Other Equipments Rp 2,000,000 2 Rp 4,000,000 
Total Rp 70,000,000 
  
4.6 Revenue Estimation 
 
The revenue estimation are based on production per trip of fish types 
and unit price of fish. Yellowfin tuna, big eye tuna, albacore tuna, southern 
bluefin tuna are target catch of long liner fishing vessel which operated in 
PPS Cilacap. From the operational scenario, long liner fishing vessel >30 GT 
estimated to have 33 trips during a year. Revenue estimation of long liner 
fishing vessel >30 GT with fish landing base in PPS Cilacap is presented on 
the Table 4.9. 
Table 4.9. Revenue Estimation of Long Liner Fishing Vessel >30 GT 
Fish Type Production per Trip 
(Kg) 
Unit Price 
(Rp/Kg) 
Revenue 
 (Rp) 
Yellowfin Tuna 396.58 Kg Rp 40,000 Rp 15,863,200 
Big Eye Tuna 291.05 Kg Rp 40,000 Rp 11,642,000 
Albacore Tuna 1224.96 Kg Rp 40,000 Rp 48,998,400 
Southern Bluefin 
Tuna 
35.77 Kg Rp 40,000 Rp 1,430,800 
Total Rp 77,934,400 
Retribution (3%)   Rp 2,338,032 
Revenue after 
retribution per trip 
  Rp 75,596,368 
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Trip per year   33 Trip 
One year revenue    Rp 2,494,680,144 
 
4.7 Profit/Loss Projection and Break Even Point 
  
Projection of profit/loss shows that this investment has already 
produce profit (after tax) during first year (with 100% capacity) 
approximately Rp 381,774,257 with value of profit on sales is 15.3% and the 
profit increasing until fifth year with amount approximately Rp 473,413,993 
with profit on sales is 18.9%. The profit/loss projection is shown in the 
Table 4.10. 
                        Table 4.10. Profit/Loss Projection 
 
 
Commonly, fishing activities using long liner fishing gear during 5 years 
period are generating average profit Rp 440,063,138 and the average profit 
margin is 17.64%. By comparing the expenditure for fixed cost with variable 
cost and total revenue, then Break Even Point for this investment occur 
when the average sales is Rp 944,622,704 or 23,565 kg. Table 4.11 shows 
the average profit and Break Even Point (BEP). 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.9. Revenue Estimation of Long Liner Fishing Vessel >30 GT  (continued) 
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      Table 4.11. Average Profit and Break Even Point 
Profit per year Rp 440,063,138  
Profit Margin (%) 17.64 
BEP : Rupiah Rp 942,622,704  
BEP : Kg 23,565 
 
4.8 Cash Flow Projection and Project Feasibility 
 
Profitability evaluation of investment is carried out by assessing the 
investment criteria to measure the investment feasibility including NPV (Net 
Present Value), IRR (Internal Rate of Return), Net B/C Ratio (Net Benefit-
Cost Ratio). The Investment of long liner fishing vessel assessed by using 
any assumptions and parameters will resulting of NPV Rp 568,394,954 
when the interest rate is 12%. The value of IRR is 23%, Net B/C Ratio is 1.07 
and the Payback Period reached in 4.4 years. Project feasibility of long liner 
fishing vessel is shown in the Table 4.12. 
             Table 4.12. Project Feasibility of Long Liner Fishing Vessel 
No Criteria Value Feasibility Justification 
1 NPV (Interest Rate 12%) Rp 568,394,954 >0 
2 IRR 23% >12% 
3 Net B/C Ratio 1.07 >1 
4 Payback Period 4.4 years <5 years 
 
4.9 Sensitivity Analysis of Project Feasibility 
 
Two important factors in project feasibility analysis are variable cost / 
operational cost and income / revenue. The changing of those two factors 
are greatly affect the health of investment. To evaluate the sensitivity level 
of project by consider the changing variable cost and unit price for sales, 
should be carried out sensitivity analysis by assessing any changes of 
variable cost and fish price unit which could affect the income.  
This analysis purpose is to reduce the risks of investment project 
failure. There will be three scenario sensitivity to be analyzed : 
4.9.1 Scenario 1 (Variable Cost Rises) 
 
This scenario will assessing about the changing of variable cost with 
assumption the income / revenue is fixed. The rising of variable cost is 
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caused by the present economic development and fuel cost rises then 
generate assumption about variable cost rises. Other factors which could 
affect the changing of variable cost are fish chiller price, bait price, crews 
salary, provision price, and maintenance cost. Each of these factors has 
dynamic price which might be change anytime according to specific 
conditions.  
Based on the Table 4.13. and 4.14. the result of sensitivity analysis 
caused by the rise of variable cost shows that variable cost rising up to 5% 
is still feasible to proceed the investment. Meanwhile, variable cost rising 
up to 6% is not eligible anymore to continue the investment.  
 Table 4.13. Sensitivity Analysis : Variable Cost Rises 5% 
No Criteria Value Feasibility Justification 
1 NPV (Interest Rate 12%) Rp 36,605,599 >0 
2 IRR 13% >12% 
3 Net B/C Ratio 1.00 >1 
4 Payback Period 5.0 years <5 years 
           Table 4.14. Sensitivity Analysis : Variable Cost Rises 6% 
No Criteria Value Feasibility Justification 
1 NPV (Interest Rate 12%) - Rp 69,752,271 <0 
2 IRR 11% <12% 
3 Net B/C Ratio 0.992 <1 
4 Payback Period 5.2 years >5 years 
 
With variable cost rises up to 5%, Net B/C Ratio is still feasible because 
the ratio is not less than one, NPV value is positive, IRR reaching to 13% 
which is higher than the interest rate and Payback Period 5.0 years. While 
it rising up to 6% level the Net B/C Ratio is less than one, NPV value is 
negative, IRR reaching to 11% which is lower than interest rate, the 
Payback Period 5.2 years, those factors showing that variable cost rises up 
to 6% is not feasible to continue the investment. Then, the safe range of 
variable cost rises is 0% - 5% for feasible investment. 
4.9.2 Scenario 2 (Income Down) 
 
On this second scenario will assessing about the changing of income / 
revenue with assumption the variable cost is fixed. Decreasing of income 
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is caused by the slope of tuna long line product quality or fish price is 
declined then generate assumption about income down.  
As it can be seen on the Table 4.15. and 4.16 the result of sensitivity 
analysis caused by income down shows that declining income up to 3% is 
still feasible to proceed the investment. Meanwhile, declining income to 
4% is not eligible anymore to continue the investment.  
Table 4.15. Sensitivity Analysis : Income Down 3% 
No Criteria Value Feasibility Justification 
1 NPV (Interest Rate 12%) Rp 122,771,400 >0 
2 IRR 14% >12% 
3 Net B/C Ratio 1.02 >1 
4 Payback Period 4.9 years <5 years 
                            Table 4.16. Sensitivity Analysis : Income Down 4% 
No Criteria Value Feasibility Justification 
1 NPV (Interest Rate 12%) - Rp 25,769,784 <0 
2 IRR 11% <12% 
3 Net B/C Ratio 0.997 <1 
4 Payback Period 5.1 years >5 years 
 
With income down to 3%, Net B/C Ratio is still feasible because the 
ratio is not less than one, NPV value is positive, IRR reaching to 14% which 
is higher than the interest rate and Payback Period 4.9 years. While it 
declined to 4% level the Net B/C Ratio is less than one, NPV value is 
negative, IRR reaching to 11% which is lower than interest rate, the 
Payback Period 5.1 years, those factors showing that income declined to 
4% is not feasible to continue the investment. Then, the safe range of 
income to be decreased is 0% - 3% for feasible investment. 
 
4.9.3 Scenario 3 (Combination) 
 
For the third scenario will assessing the combination assumption from 
scenario 1 and 2. Then, in this scenario there is no need to assume 
because solely combine the assumption between variable cost rises and 
income down. 
As shown on the Table 4.17. and 4.18. the result of sensitivity analysis 
caused by the rise of variable cost and declined income for each 2% 
shows that those conditions are still feasible to proceed the investment. 
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Meanwhile, the combination of variable cost rising up to 3% and income 
down to 3% are not eligible anymore to continue the investment.  
Table 4.17. Sensitivity Analysis : Variable Cost Rises 2% and Income Down 2% 
No Criteria Value Feasibility Justification 
1 NPV (Interest Rate 12%) Rp 58,596,843 >0 
2 IRR 13% >12% 
3 Net B/C Ratio 1.01 >1 
4 Payback Period 5.0 years <5 years 
Table 4.18. Sensitivity Analysis : Variable Cost Rises 3% and Income Down 3% 
No Criteria Value Feasibility Justification 
1 NPV (Interest Rate 12%) - Rp 196,302,212 <0 
2 IRR 8% <12% 
3 Net B/C Ratio 0.98 <1 
4 Payback Period 5.3 years >5 years 
 
With first combination which is variable cost rises up to 2% and income 
down to 2%, Net B/C Ratio is still feasible because the ratio is not less 
than one, NPV value is positive, IRR reaching to 13% which is higher than 
the interest rate and Payback Period 5.0 years. While those declined to 3% 
level the Net B/C Ratio is less than one, NPV value is negative, IRR 
reaching to 8% which is lower than interest rate, the Payback Period 5.3 
years, those factors showing that variable cost rises up to 3% and income 
declined to 3% are not feasible to continue the investment. Then, the safe 
range of combination assessment is 0% - 2% for feasible investment. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
5.1 Conclusion 
Based on the analysis of this research study which refer to data analysis 
results and others information, then some conclusions could be taken as 
explained below :  
 
1. From the data which has been obtained and processed from 2010 – 
2014 of long liner fishing vessel productivity, during five years the 
average of tuna productivity in fishing port PPS Cilacap shown that Big 
Eye Tuna had the highest average of productivity amount with catch 
effort 156,26 per unit and the productivity level was 14787,8 ton. The 
second highest was Albacore Tuna with catch effort 135,03 unit and the 
productivity level was 5379,04 ton. Then, there was Yellowfin Tuna with 
catch effort 96,86 unit and productivity level 2537,194. The lowest 
average of productivity was Southern Bluefin Tuna with catch effort 
1,738 unit and the productivity level solely 47,59 ton. 
2. Total project cost needed for ship building of MV. Inka Mina 438 is Rp 
1,514,915,050. Approximately projected 70% will be loaned by financial 
company such as bank and 30% will be self-funded. Then, total credit 
proposed is Rp 1,060,440,535. 
3. Total operational cost and maintenance cost for a year or 33 trips are 
approximately Rp 2,040,331,000 with assumption in first year until third 
year of this investment is operated with 100% capacity. The calculated 
cost is not considering yet the increasing or decreasing of unit price 
which might be changing according to any conditions happened. 
4. Fishing activities using long liner fishing gear during 5 years period are 
generating average profit Rp 440,063,138 and the average profit margin 
is 17.64%. By comparing the expenditure for fixed cost with variable cost 
and total revenue, then Break Even Point for this investment occur when 
the average sales is Rp 944,622,704 or 23,565 kg. 
5. The Investment of long liner fishing vessel is feasible to carried out after 
assessed by using any assumptions and parameters will resulting of NPV 
Rp 568,394,954 when the interest rate is 12%. The value of IRR is 23%, 
Net B/C Ratio is 1.07 and the Payback Period reached in 4.4 years.  
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5.2 Recommendation 
Based on the previous conclusion, there are some recommendations 
could be use as consideration for the next research : 
 
1. This investment project is feasible by considering some factors such as 
raw materials potential, tuna fisheries productivity, and financial aspect.  
2. Should be carried out feasibility study of long liner fishing vessel in 
different fish management area for development of tuna fisheries 
productivity in Indonesia. 
3. Technical detail analysis of FRP construction for long liner fishing vessel 
could be taken for the next research. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
CPUE CALCULATION OF TUNA PRODUCTIVITY 
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Yellowfin Tuna 
Year Production (Ton) Effort (Trip) CPUE (Ton / Trip) 
2010 1374,3 135 10,18 
2011 7106,46 166 42,81 
2012 1850,2 110 16,82 
2013 925,76 44 21,04 
2014 1429,25 29,3 48,77986348 
Average 2537,194 96,86 27,9259727 
    Big Eye Tuna 
Year Production (Ton) Effort (Trip) CPUE (Ton / Trip) 
2010 62272 224 278 
2011 4809,4 278 17,3 
2012 4014,5 185 21,7 
2013 2116,4 74 28,6 
2014 726,74 20,3 35,8 
Average 14787,808 156,26 76,28 
    Albacore Tuna 
Year Production (Ton) Effort (Trip) CPUE (Ton / Trip) 
2010 9340,62 165,35 56,48999093 
2011 3009,8 202 14,89262741 
2012 3079,44 136,5 22,56 
2013 5981 134,8 44,3694362 
2014 5484,38 36,4 150,6697802 
Average 5379,048 135,03 57,79636695 
    Southern Bluefin Tuna 
Year Production (Ton) Effort (Trip) CPUE (Ton / Trip) 
2010 50,86 2,72 18,69852941 
2011 40,82 2 16,52631579 
2012 126,67 2,8 45,23928571 
2013 19,55 0,68 28,75 
2014 0,08 0,02 4 
Average 47,596 1,738 22,64282618 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
MV. INKA MINA 438 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE 
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ATTACHMENT 4 
OPERATIONAL EXPENDITURE 
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Operational Cost Needs Per Trip Unit Price Cost 
Fuel 4000 litre  IDR 5.700  litre  IDR 22.800.000  
Fish Chiller 6,3 ton  IDR 15.000  block (60 kg)  IDR 1.575.000  
Bait (Milkfish) 1100 kg  IDR 18.000  kg  IDR 19.800.000  
Crew 8 crews  IDR 84.000  day  IDR 7.392.000  
Provision 11 days  IDR 40.000  day  IDR 440.000  
Total Per Trip  IDR 52.007.000  
 
 
 
 
 
Type of 
Maintenance Cost 
Annual 
Frequency Accumulated Cost 
Vessel  IDR 20.000.000 2  IDR 40.000.000 
Long Line  IDR 3.000.000  2  IDR 6.000.000  
Machinery  IDR 10.000.000  2  IDR 20.000.000  
Other Equipments  IDR 2.000.000  2  IDR 4.000.000  
Total  IDR 70.000.000  
 
 
 
 
 
Annual OPEX 
  33 Trips (Operational)  IDR 1.716.231.000 
Maintenance  IDR 70.000.000  
Total  IDR 1.786.231.000  
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ATTACHMENT 5 
FISHING SCENARIO 
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Operating 
Ground 
  
    Java South Sea 
FMA 573 
  MSY 
 
970,37 ton/year 
TAC 
 
776,296 ton/year 
 
Fishing Days 
      
        TAC 
 
776,296 ton/year 
 
776,296 ton/year 
Ship Cargo Hold 6,3 ton 
 
6,3 ton/voyage 
        Maximum Trip 123,2215873 voyage/year 123 voyage/year 
 
        Fishing 
Operation 
      
        Distance to Fishing Ground based on fisheries management area  97 km 
Vessel Speed 
    
8 knot 
Time 
     
23571,15086 S 
      
6,547541904 hours 
Approximately needs 6,5 hours to fishing 
ground 
    
        CPUE 
 
0,2 kg/hook 
    Hook 
 
1500 hook 
    Once longline 300 kg 
    
        Catch Target 6,3 ton 6300 kg 
  Longline 
Repetition 21 Repetitions 
    
        Setting Longline 
 
4 hours 
   Waiting 
  
3 hours 
   Hauling and Landing Catch 5 hours 
   
   
12 hours 
   
        Whole operation takes time 252 hours 10,5 day 
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ATTACHMENT 6 
CREDIT INSTALLMENT 
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ATTACHMENT 7 
PROFIT LOSS AND BEP CALCULATION 
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ATTACHMENT 8 
CASH FLOW CALCULATION 
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ATTACHMENT 9 
SCENARIO 1 CALCULATION (VARIABLE COST RAISES 5%) 
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ATTACHMENT 10 
SCENARIO 1 CALCULATION (VARIABLE COST RAISES 6%) 
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ATTACHMENT 11 
SCENARIO 2 CALCULATION (INCOME DOWN 3%)  
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ATTACHMENT 12 
SCENARIO 2 CALCULATION (INCOME DOWN 4%)  
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ATTACHMENT 13 
SCENARIO 3 CALCULATION (COMBINATION 2%)  
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ATTACHMENT 14 
SCENARIO 3 CALCULATION (COMBINATION 3%)  
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